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Assignment 2: Spelling, Hyphenation, and Capitalization  

Directions: 

 For questions 1-4, use only Merriam-Webster's 11th Collegiate Dictionary as your 

authority for selecting your answers. (One of the main points of this assignment is to 

make sure you know how to use your dictionary as well as possible—and the answers for 

questions 1-4 can all be found in Merriam-Webster.) See also the “Open Me First” thread 

in our General Discussion Forum, which you should find helpful in using your dictionary, 

and the video "Using the Dictionary to Determine Whether a Prefix Needs to Be 

Hyphenated," in our Video Lessons in Blackboard. 

 For questions 5 and 6, you may find “Capitalization: Up Style and Down Style” in 

Learning to Edit and Einsohn, pp. 137-41, helpful. Note that the hyphenation rules apply 

to modifiers that come before a noun (attributive adjectives); modifiers that come after 

the verb of the sentence are not hyphenated. 

 

1. For an article on the history of the U.S. Navy, the author has used the abbreviation “SA” 

frequently in text. As editor, you have been instructed to write out all abbreviations and 

acronyms in text. Which definition of SA in Merriam-Webster’s does your author probably 

mean? 

 

<MW contains seven definitions that describe various usages of the abbreviation “SA”. These 

definitions differ between upper and lower casings of the individual letter and have a cover a 

range of topics from the military to country abbreviations. Salvation Army is the first word MW 

brings up when one searches SA in the online dictionary. My initial thought when I read the list 

was that the author was most likely abbreviating SA for Salvation Army because I assumed a 

connection between the military terms. I learned my lesson, though, once I read further into the 

list—the Salvation Army-although on military lines in the 1800s-does not have any military ties 

today.  

 

After reading the definitions of the rest of the words on the list, I decided if I were editing this 

piece that the second word on the list—seaman apprentice—is most likely the one the author is 

abbreviating. Out of all of the choices on MW’s list, this definition, “an enlisted man in the navy 

or coast guard ranking above a seaman recruit and below a seaman,” makes the most sense 

within the context of the author’s article. If I understand the dictionary correctly, seaman 

apprentice should not be capitalized when it is written out but the author is correct in capitalizing 



the term as an abbreviation. MW states that the term did not come into usage until 1947; as an 

editor I would be responsible for ensuring the author uses this term within the confines of the 

applicable time frame.> 

 

2. In an endnote, your author has used “Nd” for “no date of publication given.” When you type 

the letters “nd” into the search feature of your downloaded version of Merriam-Webster, you 

find “ nd,” “Nd,” “ND,” and “-nd” listed as options. Which is the correct abbreviation for “no 

date”? 

<The correct abbreviation for no date is “nd”. Nd—the symbol for Neodymium—is used 

incorrectly in this manuscript. As the editor of his/her manuscript I would explain in a query to 

the author why capitalizing the term per the usage in this manuscript is incorrect and how to 

correctly write the term. This abbreviation is usually placed within bibliographies and citations; 

it can be concluded that there is a relatively small chance that the term would ever be capitalized. 

One should always defer to the style manual of choice for guidance on how to write the 

abbreviation, nevertheless, because publishers may have varying preferences on the use of 

capitalization and punctuation per industry guidelines.>  
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3. Your author has used vice versa, in italics, in text. Should you let it stand in italics or change it 

to roman (“regular”) type? <Vice versa, a Latin word that came into usage in 1601 according to 

MW, is naturalized into the English language is a standard time in written and oral 

communication. Einsohn states that foreign words that have become naturalized into other 

languages retain their original spelling and diacritical marks, and are written in roman type (129). 

I would suggest to this author that the italics originally placed in vice versa be removed from the 

text because most readers would understand the usage of the word within the manuscript.>   

 

4. Your author has used the term “non-necromancy.” Would you retain the hyphen or edit the 

word as “nonnecromancy”? <MW does not have an entry for either version of this compound. 

Necromancy, or the conjuration of spirits of the dead for the purpose of telling the future, is 

defined in MW, but there is no definition of someone who is not a necromancer. Einsohn says 

that prefixes are usually closed unless the compound would be challenging for readers to 

understand (142); I believe leaving the hyphen between this compound is the best choice because 

the term is lengthy and most likely unfamiliar to readers. As an editor of this text I would argue 

that “nonnecromancer” is a challenging word to read even for someone with a background in 

magic and sorcery. Placing a hyphen between “non” and “necromancer” will help readers 

comprehend both parts of the compound and make the text easier to read in the manuscript.>  
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5. Edit the sentence below. Strike through words you want to delete. Insert words in your 

assigned wiki color.  

 The well-trained pianist was well equipped to teach the students this aspect of music 

theory. <I would hyphenate “well-trained” to reduce confusion regarding what terms are 

modifying the noun. Einsohn suggests hyphenating two or more terms (at the editor’s 

discretion) serving as attributive adjectives before a noun to avoid misreading the terms 

(138). “Well equipped” can be left as an open compound because it is a predicate 

adjective, which do not require hyphenation (Einsohn 138).  

 

6. Using “down” style for capitalization (see “Capitalization Style” in our Grammar and 

Punctuation Forum in our Discussion Board), correct any errors in spelling, hyphenation, and 

capitalization in the paragraph below. Strike through words you want to delete. Insert words in 

your assigned wiki color. Note that you would not change capitalization for any language within 

quotation marks, even if the passage didn’t match the capitalization style of the surrounding text. 

 When the State legislature met in June 1829, the twenty-four-year-old Pierce was a 

promineant Mmember from the outset out-set. On the second day of the legislative 

Ssesssion, he was selected four a special three man Ccommittee “to audit the account of 

the Treasurer of the State.”  

 


